1.31.19

Rosinburg Events Entry Credit Policy
for entries that cancel after the Closing Date
An entry (horse/rider combination) that cancels their entry after Closing Date and notifies the show secretary, in
writing, by 11:00 pm on Wednesday prior to the first day of competition, will receive partial credit for future
Rosinburg Events competitions to be issued under the following conditions:
(1)

20% of the total of class fees and stabling/haul-in fees paid for the competition, in which the entry canceled,
will be credited to each Rosinburg Events competition held within twelve months of the last day of the
competition in which the original entry was canceled. This means that the last opportunity to use a credit will
be the same competition in which the entry was canceled, in the next calendar year.

(2)

For purposes of this policy, a “credit” is exactly 20% of the total of class fees and stabling/haul-in fees. All
unused credits will be forfeited twelve months after they are earned.

(3)

For purposes of this policy, the two back-to-back shows (RSD I & II) count as one competition.

(4)

In other words, the rider or owner can redeem no more than 20% credit at each of the four weekends of
Rosinburg Events shows held in a twelve month period. If competing in all shows (five competitions over
four weekends each year), up to and no more than 80% of the original total of class fees and stabling/haul-in
fees could be credited.

(5)

No other fees, including office fees, will be credited or refunded. Partial stabling credit can only be used if
stabling is reserved for a subsequent competition. However, a haul-in credit can be used to offset stabling at a
later competition.

(6)

The credits can be used for any horse with the same rider and/or owner as originally entered and canceled
(i.e., as listed on the original entry blank), but are otherwise non-transferable. Only one credit per canceled
competition can be used at a subsequent competition by the rider and/or owner of the original canceled entry,
even if they enter more than one horse under different owners or riders. In case two parties request credit for
the same canceled entry, credit will be applied to the person who paid for the original canceled entry.

(7)

If an entry cancels at more than one competition within a twelve month period, credits (no more than 20%
from each one of those competitions) can be applied to a future competition within twelve months of each of
the respective cancellations. Credits at shows are based on money actually paid and exclude credits applied to
the show from a previous show. See example #2 below.

(8)

Credits must be redeemed by contacting the show secretary by email prior to entering a show in which the
rider or owner would like to redeem credits for which they are eligible. The secretary will calculate the credit
amount that is issued for the upcoming competition.

(9)

Example #1: If an entry pays $200 in class fees and $100 for stabling at the 2019 WSD, and notifies the show
secretary by 11:00 pm on Wednesday of the competition week that she is scratching her entry for the entire
competition, she would earn $40 in class fee credit and $20 for stabling credit to use at the next four
Rosinburg Events competitions. The total credit for each remaining show in 2019, and 2020 WSD, would be
$60. If entering and reserving stabling at all Rosinburg Events shows each year, and the same show where
she canceled the next year, the entry could be credited a maximum total of $240 from the 2019 WSD
payment where the entry was canceled. Example #2: If a competitor cancels her entry from the 2019 WSD,
she can use her credits as above in example #1. If she enters the next show, 2019 LSD, using her 20% credit
and subsequently cancels from that show, she can use 20% from both WSD and LSD to enter the next two
shows, 2019 VSD and RSD I.II. Any unused credits for 2019 LSD will expire after the 2020 LSD show.

(10) Competitors are responsible for notifying the Secretary for EACH show, before its Closing Date, if
they would like to redeem eligible unused credits. The Secretary will not automatically apply credits
and is not responsible for notifying competitors if they are eligible for credits.

